Depth of Maximum of Air-Shower Profiles at the Pierre Auger Observatory: Composition Implications
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Using the data taken at the Pierre Auger Observatory between December 2004 and December 2012, we have examined the implications of the distributions of depths of atmospheric shower maximum ($X_{\text{max}}$), using a hybrid technique, for composition and hadronic interaction models. We do this by fitting the distributions with predictions from a variety of hadronic interaction models for variations in the composition of the primary cosmic rays and examining the quality of the fit. Regardless of what interaction model is assumed, we find that our data are not well described by
a mix of protons and iron nuclei over most of the energy range. Acceptable fits can be obtained when intermediate masses are included, and when this is done consistent results for the proton and iron-nuclei contributions can be found using the available models. We observe a strong energy dependence of the resulting proton fractions, and find no support from any of the models for a significant contribution from iron nuclei. However, we also observe a significant disagreement between the models with respect to the relative contributions of the intermediate components.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The composition of ultra-high energy cosmic rays (UHECRs) is an important input for elucidating their origin which is yet to be fully understood. The atmospheric depth where the longitudinal development of an air shower reaches the maximum number of particles, $X_{\text{max}}$, is a standard parameter used to extract composition information as different nuclei produce different distributions of $X_{\text{max}}$ [1]. The mean and dispersion of $X_{\text{max}}$ have been previously [2] utilized to infer information on the composition, especially since the former scales linearly with the logarithm of the composition mass $\ln A$. Data taken at the Pierre Auger Observatory [3] located in Argentina are well suited to study composition as the capabilities of the Observatory for hybrid$^1$ detection of air showers enable high-accuracy measurement of the $X_{\text{max}}$ parameter [4].

In a recent study [5], the mean and dispersion of $X_{\text{max}}$ were converted to the first two moments of the $\ln A$ distribution to deduce the details of the mass composition extracted from the Auger data. That method allowed us to obtain the average logarithmic mass of components that describe the data, as well as testing if that combination is feasible for the given hadronic interaction model used. In this work, we use the shape of the distribution of $X_{\text{max}}$ data from Auger to infer the composition. Using the $X_{\text{max}}$ distribution maximizes the information and helps reduce degeneracies that can occur when one considers only the first two moments of the $X_{\text{max}}$ distribution. Figure 1 displays two simulated distributions with different mixes of composition but with identical means and dispersions. By maintaining sensitivity to the shape of the distribution, information on the composition can be retrieved that goes beyond the mean and dispersion of $\ln A$.

For a given hadronic interaction model, the $X_{\text{max}}$ distribution is compared to predictions made using Monte Carlo (MC) simulations formed with varying nuclear fractions, and a binned maximum-likelihood discriminator is used to choose the best-fit fractions. This method also allows us to obtain information on the goodness of the fit.

The hybrid $X_{\text{max}}$ dataset in the range $E = 10^{17.8} - 10^{20}$ eV measured by Auger [4] is used to determine whether it can be described satisfactorily by an evolution of composition with energy. We first consider a mixture of the two most stable types of particles, protons and iron nuclei, and then we extend the fits to include extra components. Specifically, we include helium and nitrogen nuclei as representatives of the intermediate range of nuclear masses.

The procedure used to form the MC predictions is described in Section II, and the fitting procedure is described in Section III. The systematics considered in the analysis are described in Section IV, the results are presented in Section V, and the discussion and conclusions in Section VI.

II. TEMPLATES FOR MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS OF $X_{\text{max}}$

A template is developed for the MC simulation of the $X_{\text{max}}$ distribution for a single nuclear species, and is created to compare it with the data. To form a template, we start with the true $X_{\text{max}}$ obtained from events generated in the MC with specific incident species and a given energy range. To generate the simulations, the algorithm CONEX v4r37 [6, 7] has been used to simulate air showers, using the three most common hadronic interaction packages EPOS-LHC [8], QGSJet II-4 [9] and Sibyll 2.1 [10], where the first two models have been updated with the $E_{CM} = 7$ TeV LHC data.

There are $2 \times 10^4$ showers simulated per species per energy bin. The zenith angle is distributed isotropically on a flat surface ($dN/d\cos(\theta) \sim \cos(\theta)$) between 0 and 80 degrees. The distribution of energy within a given bin follows $E^{-\alpha}$, where $\alpha = 1.1$ or 2.2 for energies below or above $10^{18}$ eV, respectively\(^2\).

The true $X_{\text{max}}$ for a given nuclear species $s$, $X_{\text{max}}^s$, is determined by a quadratic interpolation around the peak as a function of slant depth. The template is a binned $X_{\text{max}}$ distribution that includes effects of acceptance and

---

\(^1\)These are events that triggered both the surface and fluorescence detectors. The surface detectors are used to constrain the shower geometry and thereby to reduce the uncertainty in the $X_{\text{max}}$ reconstruction.

\(^2\)This parameterization was derived from the energy distribution of preliminary data, whereas the current dataset is best described by $a = 1.76 + 0.44 \log E/\text{EeV}$ [4]. The new parameterization would produce at most a 0.3% shift in the average energy within a bin which is negligible when compared to the systematic energy-scale uncertainty.
measurement resolution. The content of the $j$-th bin is the sum of the contributions from the $N_{MC}$ simulated events, each weighted by the acceptance:

$$X_{s,j}^m = \sum_{n} a(X_{s,n}^t) p_j(X_{s,n}^t)/N_{MC},$$

where $a(X_{s,n}^t)$ is the acceptance weight for the $n$-th event and $p_j(X_{s,n}^t)$ is the probability that $X_{\text{max}}$ measured for this event lies within the range defined by the $j$-th bin. This probability is obtained assuming a resolution function represented by a double Gaussian, where the parameters of the dependence on energy have been determined using a full detector simulation [4]. Note that $a(X_{s,n}^t)$ is not included in the normalization of the template so that the sum of $X_{s,j}^m$ is somewhat less than 1 by an amount depending on the overall acceptance for a given species arriving within the field of view. This overall factor to correct for acceptance ranges from 0.979 for protons in the EPOS-LHC model, up to 1 for iron nuclei in all models.

III. FITTING PROCEDURE

We use hybrid data collected with Auger between December 2004 and December 2012, where 19,759 events survived all the cuts with energies of $E_{\text{lab}} = 10^{17.8}$ eV and higher, as described in Ref. [4]. The events are binned in intervals of 0.1 in log($E$/eV) from $10^{17.8}$ to $10^{19.5}$ eV and events with energy above $10^{19.5}$ eV are combined into one bin. The number of events ranges from more than 3000 per low-energy bin to about 40 for the highest-energy bin. The $X_{\text{max}}$ bins are defined to be 20 g/cm$^2$ wide starting at $X_{\text{max}} = 0$.

To carry out the comparison with data, for a given energy bin the template $X_{s,j}^m$ for each species is weighted according to its species fraction $f_s$ and combined to form MC predictions, $C_j$, for each $X_{\text{max}}$ bin:

$$C_j = \frac{N_{\text{data}}}{N} \sum_s f_s X_{s,j}^m,$$

where $N_{\text{data}}$ is the number of measured events in the energy bin and the normalization term $N$ is a function of $f_s$

$$N = \sum_s f_s \sum_j X_{s,j}^m,$$

with

$$\sum_s f_s = 1.$$

We use the normalizations for the templates and for the predictions to interpret $f_s$ as the fraction of species $s$ at the top of the atmosphere, i.e., without the need to correct for detector acceptance.

A binned maximum-likelihood method is used to find the best-fitting combination of the various species. For a given energy bin $E$, the likelihood is expressed as

$$L = \prod_j \left[ e^{-C_j} C_j^{n_j} / n_j! \right],$$

where $n_j$ is the measured count of events in $X_{\text{max}}$ bin $j$ and $C_j$ is the corresponding MC prediction. As a practical consideration, we remove the factorials by dividing $L$ by the likelihood value obtained when $C_j = n_j$. As this value is a constant factor, the maximization is not
affected by this process. This has the added advantage that the resulting likelihood ratio can also be used as an estimator for the goodness of fit:

\[ L' = \prod_j \left[ \frac{e^{-C_j} C_j^{n_j}}{n_j!} \right] / \left[ \frac{e^{-n_i} n_i^{n_j}}{n_j!} \right] . \]  

(5)

The species fractions \( F_i \) that best fit the data are found by minimizing the negative log-likelihood expression

\[ \mathcal{L} = -\ln L' = \sum_j \left( C_j - n_j + n_j \ln \frac{n_j}{C_j} \right) . \]  

(6)

The fit quality is measured by the \( p \)-value which is defined as the probability of obtaining a worse fit (larger \( \mathcal{L} \)) than that obtained with the data, assuming that the distribution predicted by the fit results is correct. To construct \( p \)-values for the fit, mock datasets of the predicted \( X_{\text{max}} \) distribution were generated from the templates with size equal to the real dataset. The \( p \)-value was calculated as the fraction of mock datasets with \( \mathcal{L} \) worse than that obtained from the real data. Since the parameters in the fit are constrained by both physical and unitarity bounds, we do not expect \( \mathcal{L} \) to necessarily behave like a \( \chi^2 \) variable and hence do not use the \( \Delta \mathcal{L} = \frac{1}{2} \) rule to obtain the statistical uncertainty on the fit parameters. Instead, the statistical uncertainty for each species has been determined by using a generalization of the Feldman-Cousins procedure \[12\]. Known as the profile-likelihood method \[13\], a multi-dimensional likelihood function is reduced to a function that only depends on the parameter of prime interest. The 68\% confidence range for each species fraction is determined through this method by treating the other species fractions as nuisance parameters. The method properly accounts for correlations and provides a smooth transition from two-sided bounds to one-sided limits.

IV. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES

The most important source of systematic uncertainty considered is that on \( X_{\text{max}}^m \) itself as determined in Ref. \[14\]. The effect of this uncertainty on the fit fractions is determined by fitting the data with model predictions shifted in \( X_{\text{max}} \) by an amount \( \delta X_{\text{max}} \). The models are shifted rather than the data in order to avoid statistical artifacts resulting from rebinning of the data. Since we do not expect the fit fractions to evolve monotonically with respect to \( \delta X_{\text{max}} \), we scan \( \delta X_{\text{max}} \) between \(+1\sigma\) and \(-1\sigma\) in steps of 0.2\(\sigma\) in order to determine the maximum range over which a fit fraction can vary.

The other possible systematic uncertainties we considered are those on the energy scale and on the parameterization of the resolution functions for acceptance and \( X_{\text{max}} \). The effect of the parameterization uncertainties is evaluated by refitting the data with extreme values of the parameterizations. The latter values were chosen to produce the largest or smallest acceptance or resolution, respectively, compatible with the data \[14\]. None of the parameterization variants resulted in significant changes to the fit fractions. Since the uncertainty in the energy scale is comparable to the width of the energy bin, we evaluated its effect by simply refitting the data with MC templates constructed from adjacent energy bins. The effects on the fit fractions were similar to, but generally smaller than, the shifts in \( X_{\text{max}} \) scale.

The overall systematic uncertainty assigned to a given fit fraction is chosen to encompass the full range of values obtained by any of the fit variants described above. The \( p \)-values are also calculated for each of these fit variants in order to assess their effect on the goodness of fit.

V. RESULTS

The fit result for the mix of protons and iron nuclei is shown in Fig. \[2\]. Fit results with additional components are shown in Figs. \[3\] and \[4\]. For each figure the species fractions are shown in the upper panel(s). Only the proton fraction is shown for the combination of protons and iron nuclei (Fig. \[2\]), while all species fractions are shown when more than two components are considered (Figs. \[3\] and \[4\]). The inner error bars are statistical and the outer ones include the systematic uncertainty added in quadrature. The \( p \)-values are shown in the lower panel of the figures, with error bars corresponding to the range of variation obtained within the systematic uncertainties. Where \( p \)-values are less than \(10^{-3}\), they are indicated with downward arrows.

For the simple mixture of protons and iron nuclei (Fig. \[2\]), only the second-highest energy bin \((E = 10^{19.4} - 19.5 \text{ eV})\) yields good fit qualities for all three hadronic interaction models. However the fit qualities for all three models are generally poor throughout the energy range, even when the systematic uncertainties are taken into consideration.

In order to determine whether there is any composition mixture where the models result in an adequate representation of the data, we extended the fits to include extra components. When nitrogen nuclei are added as an intermediate mass term (Fig. \[3\]), the quality of the fits is acceptable for EPOS-LHC. However, though much improved, the quality of the fits is still poor over most of the energy range for the other two models. \( p \)-values for all models are good for events with energy above \(10^{19.2} \text{ eV}\). When helium nuclei are also included, we find that the data are well described by all models within systematic uncertainties over most of the energy range (Fig. \[4\]).

To aid in the discussion, the \( X_{\text{max}} \) distributions of the fits are displayed for the energy bins \( E = 10^{17.8} - 17.9 \text{ eV} \) (Fig. \[5\]), \( E = 10^{19.0} - 19.1 \text{ eV} \) (Fig. \[6\]) and \( E > 10^{19.5} \text{ eV} \) (Fig. \[7\]), respectively. Each figure contains nine panels that cover the species combination and hadronic interaction models used. The contributions of all species are stacked starting from the lightest species, with the data
FIG. 2: Fitted fraction and quality for the scenario with protons and iron nuclei only. The upper panel shows the proton fraction and the lower panel shows the \( p \)-values. The horizontal dotted line in the lower panel indicates \( p = 0.1 \). The results from the various hadronic interaction models are slightly shifted in energy for better viewing (Sibyll 2.1 to the left, EPOS-LHC to the right).

FIG. 3: Fitted fraction and quality for the scenario of a complex mixture of protons, nitrogen nuclei, and iron nuclei. The upper panels show the species fractions and the lower panel shows the \( p \)-values.
FIG. 4: Fitted fraction and quality for the scenario of a complex mixture of protons, helium nuclei, nitrogen nuclei, and iron nuclei. The upper panels show the species fractions and the lower panel shows the $p$-values.
and their statistical uncertainty superimposed. The \( p \)-value of the fit is included in each panel.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The generally poor-quality fits obtained with the two-component scenario indicate that none of the hadronic interaction models can describe the data as a simple mixture of protons and iron nuclei. The reason for the poor fits is clear when one compares the \( X_{\text{max}} \) distribution of the data with those predicted by the fits (see Figs. 5, 6, 7). The peak values for the data lie between those for protons and iron nuclei but the distributions are too narrow to accommodate a mixture of the two. Thus we conclude that either the model predictions are wrong or else other nuclei with shorter propagation length form a significant component of the UHECR flux that reaches the upper atmosphere.

Adding intermediate components greatly improves the fits for all hadronic interaction models. Results using EPOS-LHC in particular are satisfactory over most of the energy range. It is interesting to note that including intermediate components also brings the models into remarkable agreement in their predictions of the protons and iron nuclei contributions despite large differences in the remaining composition. This can be seen in the right column of Fig. 6. All three models give acceptable fit qualities with consistent fractions of protons, but with distinctly different predictions for the remaining composition; results of EPOS-LHC simulations favor a mixture dominated by nitrogen nuclei, while the QGSJET II-4 simulation favors helium nuclei, whereas Sibyll 2.1 modeling leads to a mixture of the two.

A substantial change in the proton fractions is observed across the entire energy range, which rises to over 60% around the ankle region (\( \sim 10^{18.2} \text{ eV} \)) and subsequently drops to near zero just above \( 10^{19} \text{ eV} \) with a possible resurgence at higher energies. If the ankle feature is interpreted as a transition from Galactic to extragalactic cosmic rays [14], the proton fraction in this energy range is surprisingly large as the upper limits on the large-scale anisotropy [15] suggest that protons with energies below \( 10^{18.5} \text{ eV} \) are most likely produced by extragalactic sources. In order to accommodate a proton-dominated scenario for energies above \( 10^{18} \text{ eV} \) [16], the hadronic interaction models would need to be modified considerably. The transition to heavier cosmic rays with increasing energy is reminiscent of a Peters cycle [17], where the maximum acceleration energy of a species is proportional to its charge \( Z \). However further analysis that takes into account the energy spectrum and propagation of UHECRs through the universe would be required to confirm this. Composition-sensitive data above \( 10^{19.5} \text{ eV} \) will be needed to allow a reliable interpretation of the observed changes of composition in terms of astrophysical models (see, e.g., Refs. [18, 19]).

The absence of a significant proportion of iron nuclei in the fits is easy to understand when one looks at the \( X_{\text{max}} \) distributions for the two-component fits in Fig. 7. The \( X_{\text{max}} \) distribution of iron nuclei is predicted in all three models to peak at substantially smaller \( X_{\text{max}} \) than the data indicate. The widths of the data distributions do not allow much room to accommodate a significant contribution from iron nuclei.

Given that our analysis is limited in the number of species included, we cannot in general use the fit qualities as indicators of the validity of the hadronic interaction models. However, it is clear that the data can be described with EPOS-LHC even when restricted to the four species used in this analysis. Adding additional species will not change any conclusions with respect to this model. The QGSJET II-4 fit to the bin \( E = 10^{19.0-19.1} \text{ eV} \), allowing in principle contributions from four species, did not in fact require any components more massive than helium nuclei. If we examine the predicted distribution (center row, right column of Fig. 3), we see that though the peak of the data distribution lines up well with that of the helium nuclei, the data distribution is too narrow to be compatible with the QGSJET II-4 prediction. Replacing the helium nuclei with a heavier species with a narrower distribution would not help the fit because its peak location would be at a value of \( X_{\text{max}} \) that is too low, and any admixture will only exacerbate the problem with the width. Since this is generally the situation wherever QGSJET II-4 has a poor fit, we conclude that adding extra species or changing the choice of species would not help to improve the fit qualities for this model.

In conclusion, we have analyzed the distributions of depths of shower maximum measured with hybrid data from Auger and found them, using current hadronic interaction models, to be inconsistent with a composition dominated by protons, nor can they support a large contribution from iron nuclei. Introducing intermediate masses to the fits produces acceptable fit qualities for some of the hadronic interaction models used. Though the fitted compositions are in general model-dependent, all three models considered gave similar results for the evolution with energy of the proton fraction. However, it is still possible that the observed trend is not due to an evolution of composition mix, but rather to deviations from the standard extrapolations in hadronic interaction models.
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FIG. 5: $X_{\text{max}}$ distribution of the fits for energy bin $E = 10^{17.8-17.9}\text{ eV}$. Results using Sibyll 2.1 are shown in the top row, QGSJET II-4 in the middle row, and EPOS-LHC in the bottom row. The left column displays results where protons and iron nuclei were used, the central column also includes nitrogen nuclei, and the right column includes helium nuclei in addition.
markable agreement in their predictions of the protons and iron nuclei contributions despite large differences in the remaining composition. This can be seen in the right column of Fig. 5. All three models give acceptable fit qualities with consistent fractions of protons, but with distinctly different predictions for the remaining composition; results of EPOS-LHC simulations favor a mixture dominated by nitrogen nuclei, while QGSJET II-04 simulation favor helium nuclei, whereas Sibyll 2.1 modeling leads to a mixture of the two.

A substantial change in the proton fractions is observed across the entire energy range, which rises to over 60% around the ankle region ($\sim 10^{18.2}$ eV) and subsequently dropping to near-zero just above $10^{19}$ eV with a possible resurgence at higher energies. If the ankle feature is interpreted as a transition from Galactic to extragalactic cosmic rays [14], the...

FIG. 6: $X_{\text{max}}$ distribution of the fits for energy bin $E = 10^{19.0-19.1}$ eV. See caption to Fig. [14].
FIG. 7: $X_{\text{max}}$ distribution of the fits for energy bin $E > 10^{19.5}$ eV. See caption to Fig. 5.
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